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The frequently occurring dispute of employment contract alteration concerns 
normal operation of enterprises and benefit safeguard of workers. How to establish a 
well-performed employment contract alteration systemis the research hot topic by 
scholars of labor while the research focuses on the alteration form of employment 
contract. However, this paper attempts to start with another point of view of 
employment contract alteration, namely judicial adjudication, to discuss employment 
contract alteration. This paper acquired sample cases by collecting written judgement 
on China Judgements Online, and found existing problems through analysis, so as to 
put forward perfecting suggestions correspondingly. This paper considers that a better 
judicial adjudication standard may be set up by establishing interests balance principle, 
and applying employment contract theory and bringing in proportionality principle, i.e. 
to solve employment contract alteration dispute in practice by judicial control. In such 
way, harmony between both sides is realized. This essay’s main content is as follow: 
The first chapter, begin with defining the modification of employment contract 
by explaining its concept and classification.This chapter also analyses the theoretical 
basis of employment contract alteration.The last part of this chapter introduces the 
legislation state of employment contract alteration . 
The second chapter introduces the method and the process of collecting sample 
cases,and then analyses these sample cases.Finally,concluding the considerable 
factors for court. 
The last chapter analyses the problem of judicial criteria on the modification of 
employment contract firstly.And then make a suggestion of judicial criteria on the 
modification of employment contract,including establishing a principle of balancing 
the benefit and taking The Employment Contract、The Proportional Principle.  
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人单位处，双方签订书面劳动合同，约定合同期限为 2009 年 3 月 9 日至 2011 年
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